Your trusted partner for safety services

Simple machine safety solution

• Comprehensive solution for OSHA/CSA/ANSI/ANSI compliance of simple machines
• Kits are semi-custom based on machine-specific requirements
• Combination of physical guards/shields, signage and electrical control systems
Safety compliance kits for machine shop equipment

Tired of searching through thousands of parts to find the right ones for safeguarding your machines?

Save yourself the guesswork and let us pack everything you need into semi-custom, easy-to-install kits.
We make safety compliance simple

Simple machine safety compliance doesn’t need to be so complicated. Our fully-compliant, self-installable kits for OSHA/CSA/ANSI/ANSI regulations (or regulatory compliance) are optimized for small, single-operator equipment like drill presses and lathes. Offered either in a standard compliance or a best safety practice configuration, each kit is semi-custom based on your specific machinery.

We pack the items and their installation instructions in separate boxes according to the machines they’re meant for. All parts can be easily retrofitted onto your equipment, but we’re also happy to provide installation services if necessary.

Simple machines we design kits for include:
- Lathes
- Drill presses
- Pedestal grinders
- Knee mills
- And more!

We make sure you have what you need to safeguard your simple machines based on OSHA/ANSI compliance assessments conducted by our experts.
What our kits include

Our simple machine safety kits include a combination of physical guards/shields, signage and electrical control systems such as motor dropout protection and E-Stops, and we always take into account the specific requirements of your machinery.

If you already have a particular safety device, we won’t include it in the kit. However, we will make sure that you receive all the components necessary to be fully compliant to the standards that apply in your area.

The kit composition can be based upon a questionnaire with photos, a remote inspection or an on-site inspection. If you’re getting an on-site inspection from one of our safety specialists, we can add a simple machine safety assessment at no extra charge.

The Omron advantage

Global

- 141 countries served
- We make plants safe on 5 continents
- Global network of service and support

Experience

- 15,000 machines made safe
- 30 years of machine safety experience
- Spanning broad range of industries